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New phones suffering transition delays
By Karen NI. Derenzi
Deity staff writer
Phones are ringing all over SJSU but nobody
seems to be home.
The Nov. I transfer from the old 277 line to
the new 924 line could cause plenty of headaches,
hut relief is on the way.
Any call to a 277 number is intercepted by a
reeonling which relays the new 924 number.
In four hours Monday morning, the intercept
service received 4.550 calls to the old 277 numbers. said Charles Delano, communications manager.
"It was more than we anticipated," Delano
said.
The intercept system will be in service as
long as there is a demand for it. he added.
"All of those numbers on the abridged telephone listing are on the intercept service... Delano said.
The abridged listing contains departinent
numbers as well LIS campus offices such as Ad-

ministration and Records.
ceived 73 calls. mostly nom people idiei had
Assistance can also he obtained through a prObleMS I 4 king the nen% plumes. ail operator
help line which has been set up to aid students and said.
faculty who are trying it) find out the new four The number 924-1(11 I has been set up to andigit suffixes.
swer questions about the opeiation of the new
The new suffixes do not necessarily match phones Faculty and students are encouraged to
up with the old suffixes.
call if they liaNe problems determining how to use
Those using the new phones were allowed to the fleW 1/11011Cs.
01) the old system.
choose a personal number from a block of num()like
bers given to them by the phone company in June. 1)elitini said. Rut he estimated that 91) percent of
the 4t.
Most of the blocks were completely different from the campus phones ate
IL411.
the old numbers.
"There’s no magic svv itch... he said.
From any campus phone ori the new system,
Some people ha% en ’t had the new lines
the help number is 4-10(X) and from any off-cam- Inxiked up or haven’t pliie!2eel in the new phones.
pus phone or phone not on the new line, it is 924- Delano said.
I (XX). Students in the residence halls and people at
SJSI’ changed 0% el 1,,
numbers because
South Campus must dial 9-924-1(XX) to coniplete it was running out eit ’77 nuothets. a prefix the
what has now become an off-campus call.
inn% sav shares with the ( ity ot San Jose. The
The old numbers have a recorded message. ti.tax IleV, 9.’4 numhers %% Ill he used exclusively
for campus phones.
but operators
who can give out any of the nev
numbers
can be reached by staying on the line.
The residence halls and South campus are
As of I p.m. Monday. the help line had re- scheduled to he added to the nevv system next fall.

Reach out
LOCATION
OW NO
NEW NO
Admissions and Records
277-2205
924-2000
Continuing Education
277-2182
924-2600
Counseling services
277-2966
924-5910
Emergency
9-911
911
Evening guide
277-3513
924-2222
G.E. Advisement Center
277-2221
924-2511
General police information
277-3513
924-2222
Health Center
277-3617
924-6120
Health Center appointment desk
277-3329
924-6122
Instructional Resource Center
277-3411
924-2888
Library general information
277-3395
924-2700
Spartan Daily
277-3182
924-3280
Student Activities and Services
277-2187
924-1850
Student Union information
277-3228
924-6350
The new numbers for school deans and department chairmen or chairwomen are
listed on pages 5 and 6 of the spring 1988 schedule of classes Pre-professional
advisers are listed on page 21 of the schedule

A Spartan Daily Special Report

Police chief
leaves earlier
than expected

Residents protest
City’s early closure
ity Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
Reaction I, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton s announcement
Friday that Spartan City will be
closed Jan. 15 was anything but
mixed among residents. some of
whom say they’ believe the university is turning its back on
them.
Fullertim said the closure of
Spartan City is being moved up
from the original Aug. I date because of a recent report that the
buildings do not meet minimum
fire safety and seismic standards.
The 10 World War II -era buildings pose a safety threat to the
students and their families and a
liability’ problem for the university.
"They’re not worried about
any lawsuit or about safety. it’s
just a continuation of the harassment we’ve been getting for
the past year." said 1..eo Johnson,
president of the Spartan City
Family Association. "Our safety
is the last thing Gail Fullerton is
worried about. She just wants us

Organizers
rally against
early eviction
Ily Dave Lanson
Daily staff writer
Angry Spartan City residents
rallied near the Student Union
Monday to march to President
Gail Fullerton’s office in protest
of their early eviction from the
off-campus housing for students
with children.
About 60 residents carried
picket signs predicting that the
decision by Fullerton to close the
complex seven months earlier
than expected would "turn today’s students into tomorrow’s
homeless," and condemn SJSU
as "the school with no heart.’
Fullerton announced Friday
that all Spartan City residents
would have to move out by Jan.
See RAI.I.Y , bal.& 17(11:e
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By Edwin Garcia
Daily staff writer
Director of public safety Lev,
Schatz silently packed his belongings at SJSU and moved out of his
take Sunday
permanently7.
Schatz surprised the entire de
partment when he left his post eight
months before his June 30, 1910i resignation became effective.
In a reknit crowded with highspirited UPD employees. Lt. Shannon Maloney made it official Monday afternoon: "The chief is no
longer working for the university."
"The chief came in on Sunday
and cleared up all his stuff from
downstairs, Maloney told 20 police
employees. The special UPD meeting was called to inform the employees of the changes within the police
department.
Schatz was reached at his home
Monday evening and refused to
comment on the resignation.
Schatz. police chief since June
I. 191i6 ia as scheduled to resign June
30. 198)i. as announced last week by
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.
But the chief quit early without
any official comment from university officials.
Executive Vice President J.
Handel Evans. who supervised
Schatz. was not on campus Monday
and could not he reached for comment.
Sources in the department said
a meeting reportedly took place late
Friday afternoon between Tv .1I1% and
Schatz.
But it is not known if that meeting had an effect on Schatis weekend resignation.
"It’s like starting a police department all over again.’ said Et. Ed
I hisablon. who along with Maloney
See RESIGN, pig( 6
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By Nelson Cardadeiro
flay staff writer
SJSU’s new director of Student
Health Service believes that some
students don’t know the Service exists.
"We’d like to get more students to use this place." said Dr.
Stanley Wohl. "A lot tit students
don’t know we are here. It a student
has a health problem, this is it great
place to start."
Wohl was named director Oct.
I , replacing Dr Raymond Miller
who retired this past summer after 17
years of service at SJSI.
Wohl is puzzled why more students do not take advantage of the
university’s Student Health Service.

"Never attain will they receive
a bargain like this." Wohl said.
"All the basic services are free and
we can handle more patients."
Wohl would also like students
to participate in the day-to-day operations of Student Health Service.
"We will have a campaign to
involve students in the Student
Health Advisory committee," Wohl
said. "I believe students should be
involved in deciding what type of
health care they want. I would like to
see (students) play an active role in
health services."
Wohl comes to SJSU after serving as an administrative director for
the Heritage Medical Group based in
San Frirncisco.
Wohl was horn in New York,
but his family moved to Canada and
he received most of hi% early schooling in Montreal.
Wohl received his undergraduate degree from McGill University

By Edwin Garcia
and David Barry
Daily staff writers
Lloyd Hohu couldn’t believe
what his chief was saying..
Hohu and the rest of the UPT)
officers were being told by Lew
Schatz at a July department nieeting
that the university administration
had granted approval to equip police
vehicles with Mosherg hullpup shotas
"Rambodescribed
guns
type" weapons.
As the department’s Police Officer Association’s representative
and a 25 -year veteran of the campus
force, Hohu was certain the university had not given Schatz permission
for the guns.
Huhu had been assured at a
meeting two months earlier with J.
Handel Evans. executive vice president. and Sam Milton). director of
personnel, that the administration
was neither going to allow the guns
nor renege on its longstanding ban of
shotguns on campus and in university police vehicles.
He knew that the guns - which
are known to be dangerous when
shot front the lett side of the body
because they. can discharge into the
shooter’s faCe
were also considered a liability by the POA.
"Chief." Hohu said. "let’s go
!Wk.(’ r5

SJSU to receive money
from collection agency
[’bolos by Joe Ciose.n Doily sta photographer
(Top) Francois Larri% cc (right I argues against the closure of Spartan
City with Dan ititergertieft 1, exectithe assistant to the president.
( Below I Children fr
Spartan City help their parent% protest.

New Health Director encourages student involvement
’All the basic services
are free and we can
handle more patients.’

11 officers
unhappy with
performance

in Canada and attended the University of Pennsylvania for one year before returning to Montreal General
Hospital for a four year medical resi
dency.
Wohl said that one of the first
things he would like to do as director
is to set up an acquired immune deli
ciency syndrom educationgram that
students cancontribute to.
"AIDS will be a major issue in
the coming years... Wohl said. "Tel
like to see them help educate each
other.’
A substance abuse program is
also in the works, he said.
Wohl said he doesn’t see any
major problems. other than the not
mal day-to-day ones. with SJSU’s
Student Health Services.
"Dr. Miller huilt it into some
thing that has a good reputation. It
functions as well as any health !ter% ice I’ve been 4ISSI1Ciated
said.

1)r. Stanley 11ohl
. .tiradera
It

lilt

Ily Brenda Tai Lam
Daily staff writer
Computil. Corp.. a ticket 0,1
lection processing contractor, has
taken over the accounts of Vertical
Managment Systems and will begin
pitying SJSU back. beginning this
month. The takeover by Computil
occurred after VMS failed to pay the
university in June. July and August
Computil will pay SJSU 25 per
cent of what VMS owed the univer
sity after the contract had been given
over to Computil. said Henry. Orbach, manager of Traffic and Parking Operations Payments amounting to $19.739 will be sent over the
next five months.
ticket -collection
VMS.
a
agency. owed SJSU money for payments collected from tickets and citations issued to students and the
public. Computil will also pay Santa
Clara County and the jail fund $1 I .S32 for the months of April through
August for money that VMS owed to
it.
Last week Orbach met with
several Santa Clara public agencies
at which time they were notified that
Cowan! Corp. is taking over most
of the accounts at VMS. The only
account that Computil will not he responsible for is the account VMS
had with Palo Alto.
However. Orbach feels that

’The deal was
consummated and
things seem to be
progressing nicely.’
-- Henry Orbach
Traffic and Parking Operations
manager
Pal() Alto may reconsider their decision once they know that Computil
has bought out VMS.
Pahl Alto filed a $1 million
lawsuit against VMS last month,
claiming that the agency owed the
city $150.(XX).
The suit, filed in Santa Clara
County Superior Court. claimed
VMS refused to explain to Palo Alto
officials why it has not turned over
money collected since May. despite
repeated demands from the city.
Palo Alto then cancelled their
contract when VMS failed to pay the
city for its parking tickets. An agreement "in prniciple" was drawn up
in September between VMS and
Computil but the contract is still
waiting to he signed.
"The deal was consummated
and things seem to he progressing nicely.’ Orbach said.
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New appointee is just a ‘Ginsbork’
’ Hey Buddy . can you spare a congressional vote."’
"No. sorry
I said. "A’hat’s the problem? Down
on your luck or what
"Nah! It’s just that my position on the Supreme
Court was turned down by the Senate because of my political ideologk "
"Then I take it kou must be either Rose Bird or Abe
Fortas.
"Not quite! Bob Bork’s the name, vague extremism’s niy game. One thing I’ve learned from this MeV. is
that there should be a right to privacy
at least a. tar as
my viev.., on civil rights are concerned...
"So v ou were rejected? That’, strange: after all,
you were defended by the Strom Thurmonds and Orrin
Hatches of the Senate. the same guy, who think political
ideology ts a fine criterion for Judging a judicial appointee v.hen the nominee 1, lett ot center. But if someone is
up im the court and he happens to he near the extreme
political right. then the right v. Inger, rely on "judicial
experience" and "legal quail locations. "
"Yeah. I knov.. Rose Bird was targeted for defeat
by my fellow ideologues because she happened to place
the principle of law over the tyranny of the majority in
California. most of which believes that the death penalty.
should he imposed for traffic , iolations.
"And runs kve have your buddy Ron nominating
someone with almost no inclicial experience to the Supreme Court. He pretty much has no written views on
civil rights. gay right, and women., rights. Tell me.
does this guy have any opinions at all?"
"Of course he does. Why do you think or Ron
nominated him. Dougie Tiinshork. is nearly a carbon copy ot me. The guy is the legal equivalent of a caveman. I love him. even though he doesnt have as great a
heard as mine.
"What scares me is that Ginsburg., only 41. and
theoretically could be on the court until 2027, and besides. his only redeeming feature is that he looks like
Steven Keaton on "Family. Ties. Is that any kind of
recommendation. looking like a liberal?"
"That’s what we conservatives love about him:
()tingle will be the swing kote when the court reverses
Roe vs. Wade. Brown v s the Board of Education, and
ma, he e en Marhur\ s s Madison After those cases are

POUTICS?

Dave
Lanson

Forum Policy
overturned. we conservatives will have taken a big step
toward returning this country to where the Founding Fathers intended it to be: the 1700%."
"That’s nice enough for you. but what about those
of us who aren’t stuck in the 18th Century and who believe the United States has evolved from a time when
blacks were counted as only three -fifths of a citizen and
only- white, male land -owners were eligible to vote.
After all, just because some people consider the Constitution to he a ’living’ document. is that reason enough to
dismiss them as supporters of ’judicial activism?’ "
"You bet! These are the Reagan ’80s. Anything
goes. Let’s call off this misperception of everyone having individual rights. Let’s tell women when they have to
give birth. Let’s push religion down the throats of
schoolchildren under the guise of religious freedom.
Lets allow corporate America to rape our natural resources. As Harry Goldwater put it: ’extremism in the
defense of libertv is no crime.’
"So, with %%hat you’re saying, we can pretty much
scrap the Bill of Rights in the name of some perverted
sense of liberty. Does that mean we can let the government cra)s I into the proverbial bed with multinational
corporations. to peep int() our bednxims and decide what
kinds of al’ I. can or cannot be performed, to keep women
in their place by restricting their income to only 60 percent of that of their male counterparts?"
"I certainly hope so. With any luck. soon -to-be Associate Justice Ginsburg will set our agenda into motion.
Remember, judicial activism is only a negative when it is
applied to the left. With guys like Dougie and me, it’s
cal led judicial restraint. -
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Greeks continue to respond

James P. Burton
President. Delta Upsilon Fraternity
Senior
Accounting
Editor,
It’s hard to believe the commotion a cartoon can
oh% iously one that an editonal can’t. Last
create
Friday as 1 sat reading the letters to the editor from the
fraternity members who were offended by the cartoon,
a few thoughts came to mind.
First (if all. I think the Spartan Daily had a right to
be upset over the seemingly needless closing of the
IFC’s meeting and the unprofessional way in which it
NA% handled hy the president. The editorial addressed
this
nicel, yet it was referred to in only one of
the five letters However, I also think that putting the
cartoon on the same page a% the editorial was a slight
case of overkill and a little inimature. Rut look at the
attention a little immaturity can get!
For example, just the night before (Thursday) at
3:30 a.m., I was awakened by someone pounding on
my front door. After becoming fully awake and asking
who it was. I got my answer. He said he was from a
nearby fraternity. and he wanted me to let him in because he had been locked out and was freezing. Needless to say , downtown San Jose is nor the safest place
in the world. I was scared to death. and I wasn’t about
to let a total stranger int() my home in the middle of the
night.
Secondly, several of Friday’s letters mentioned
"leadership skills.’ "relationships" and "memories" gained by joining a fraternity. I joined Tau

Delta Phi for the same reasons, and have had, like
other people, a very positive experience. But I sure
wouldn’t call being locked out of a fraternity house at
3:30 on a cold night a positive expenence. nor would I
want to be part of a group that treats people like that.
Finally, don’t get me wrong. I’m not saying all
fraternities are rotten. Some of the nicest guys I know
are in fraterniites. On the other hand, some of the
things that some of them take part in are pretty immature and involve innocent bystanders who would rather
be sleeping at 3:30 a.m. Naturally, this gives them all
a poor reputation. Again, look at the attention a little
imniaturity can get.
Perhaps fraternity members should get a little
more aware of themselves, and learn to take a little exaggerated criticism with a grain of salt.
Susan Fellows
Senior
Business
Editor,
1 wasn’t going to write a letter to the editor; I was
hoping I wouldn’t have to. But this war of letters between the Greek system and former Spartan Daily editors has gotten out of hand.
les fine that Brad Aragon and a few other members of Greek organizations were offended by a Daily
cart(xin - it was in bad taste. And it’s also fine that
Frank Michael Russell feels that the Daily gives the
Greek system plenty of coverage. He’s nght.
But Andy Bird. former Spartan Daily Forum editor. went t(x) far. His blatant attack on fraternity members was disgusting. Bird. think about what you write
before you write it. YouIl never be a good journalist 11
you don’t research before you write. Your letter contained no facts. only poorly thought out opinion.
I’m a member of a fraternity. Do you really think
I unnate more beer in a day than you drink in a month’?
Do I party more than I study’?
You know better than to attack a whole group for
the actions of a few.
Len Gutman
Senior
Journalism
Editor.
In response to the journalists who are angry about
being basically ripped to shreds by offended fratemity
members, it is clear that most of them are anti -Greek.
Andy Bird’s Nov. 2 letter to the editor was a disgusting example of what appears to be the overall consensus of how non -Greeks think a fraternity is run, and
what it consists of. Bird obviously has no idea why
fraternities and sororities exist, and probably wouldn’t
know unless he was a member or knew a member
Therefore, he has a very immmature, shallow view of
the Greek mx:iety.
I would like to commend Frank Michael Russell
on the informative, factual letter he wrote about the
situation. It is now clear that the Daily does report
fairly (for the most part) on positive and negative aspects of Greek life.
It’s trx) bad that people can’t check into Greek society before they %tart criticizing it. I hope the future
doesn’t continue to be the independent Audent body
against the Greeks.
Lisa Tobisch
Senior
Marketing

Editors’ Roundtable

The Spartan Daily would like to hear
you -- our readers.

Your ideas, comments, criticisms
and suggestions are encouraged. By listening to our readers we can better serve
the campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any
topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will not be published. Al I
letters may be edited for length or libel,
and the Daily reserves the right to limit the
number of letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment has appeared.
Letters must bear the writer’s name,
major, phone number and class level.
Phone numbers and anonymous letters
will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall, or
to the Student Union information desk.

Letters to the Editor
I ditor,
First off, I would like to preface this letter as a response, not a protest, to recent articles. editorials. and
letters to the editor that have appeared in the Spartan
Daily. Protesting gis es the impression of childlike behavior, which is what your biased headline to the letters section inferred, when in fact. the letters were responses.
As has been pointed out this past v..eek the IFC
meeting ss-as closed to all but delegates. which is perfectly within the IFC, a private governing body, with
representatives appointed to represent private organizations. Therefore the IF(’ is not subject to the restrictions of the Brown Act.
Secondly., the quality of articles that appear are
not of importance. but the content is When articles
having to do with philanthropies and fund raisers appear. they. are often downplayed and the importance is
hidden within the text. On the other hand, any story
which may shed a dark or tainted light on the Greek
systen) is often preceeded by a catchy. headline and
slanted. opinionated writing. Since the average student
often reads only the headline. the Daily often uses this
biased headlining to its ad v antage
The Daily should. in its own v. isdom, assign one
of their Greek reporters to cover the ( ireek system. But
alas, this would make too much sense. since that reporter could not write the articles with a slant and bias
necessary to increase the Daily s overall negativity to%surd the Greek system.
The Greek system is an option open to those students who wish to participate: its a choice that is not
for all.
But being a campus newspaper. and in the business of informing students, the Daily should try to support campus orgamiations and stop its sensational reporting in an attempt to increase readership.
advertising dollars and award potential.

THERE!
NOW PREYOU

WELCOME
110 THE WORLD

Name Rec Center after Percy Chow
Editor.
There have been many suggestions concerning
whom we should honor in the dedication of the Rec Center. People like Peter Ueberroth. Bill Walsh and The
Smothers Brothers have been suggested for accomplishing their greatest dreams and for fear they will be forgotten as successful Spartan alumni. Being reminded of
their past as common as ours, we can feel our dreams can
be accomplished too.
My suggestion is to name the Rec Center in memory of Percy Chow, the 39-year-old ironworker whose
success wasn’t as well known as these former Spartans.
This was a man who lost his life serving student and university progress in building this center. A man who died
for a building that students will be using everyday here
on campus.
Why should we remember Chow? This man was not
a Spartan. and didn’t even represent higher education.
But he was representative of what this country is and
what probably most of us will be -- hard working unknowns; Americans. not famous success stories.
Chow was trained in his skill and gave himself to
challenging work and loyal service: something we all
hope to do once we have completed our education at
SJSU. Chow reminds us that success doesn’t necessarily
come from leading a team to the Super Bowl, but
thmugh making something of yourself in just simple
hard work and commitment.
Let’s nanie the Rec Center after someone who defines the real meaning of success - the kind of %nixes%
we can relate to in Percy Chow.
Hilary Pierce English
Senior
Health Care Management

Teacher evaluations valuable
Editor,
It’s appropriate to respond to the article on Professor Geoffrey Tootell’s proposal to substitute for student
evaluations of teachers a set of before -and -after tests of
subject matter. He 1(iciks for a measure of the ability to
teach a subject rather than a popularity poll.
Before ditching the student evaluations, we might
look at what they attempt to measure and how they are
used.
the responsibilties
1-(x)1( at the teaching equation
of teacher and student. The interaction requires more
than knowledge of the subject matter, assigning chapters
and lecturing on the one part, and listening and recital on
the other. G(xxl teaching involves interpersonal skill%
and aptitude that encourage students to stretch, delve,
question and respond.
We can welcome student evaluations as sign posts
and guidelines. They can help us f(x:us on attributes such
as fairness, courtesy. consisitency, and skills such as
communication and organization. Such attributes and
skills are independent of knowledge of subject matter,
but they are the essence of quality teaching.
The teacher with effective skills who respects the
student and encourages self-esteem will be a popular teacher. and for g(xxl reason. If student evaluations help us
f(x:us on these factors. great.
These evaluations are not a precise measurement of
teaching quality. They are valuable indicators of the personal factors in thc teaching equation. We need them; we
welcome them; we should use them.
Charles Mack, Ph.D.
Department of Aviation

Deborah G.
Guadan

Greeks vs. Spartans
idast week, despite low attendance at lectures.
SJSU did its part to pay tribute to the nation’s
Founding Fathers and celebrated "Constitution Week."
How ironic that at the same time, the Spartan
I %lily was accused of biased reporting.
Because of an article and editorial explaining
how a Daily reporter was prevented from covering
an Interfraternity Council Meeting, a surge of accusing letters was sent to the Forum editor.
Most of the letters also attacked Daily editors
for printing a cartoon on the same day as the article
and editorial. The drawing was the opinion of the
cart(xinist and was not drawn for that specific issue.
The artist presented that cartoon to the Daily at the
beginning of the semester so no matter how you
look at it, it was not a conspiracy.
In the story, the reporter wrote that IFC President Jim Knoll closed the the meeting after he knew
a Daily reporter was present, explaining it by saying, "I don’t have to tell (you) anything."
So much for good community relations.
Such loyal letter-response to the Daily’s article
would usually impress me because it shows concern
and the ability to take a stand on an issue campus
sometimes recognized for its apathy.
But the inaccuracies do not impress me.
Before the incident at the IFC meeting, the
Daily ran 15 positive articles about the Greek system with only three negative and two neutral ones
appearing.
Considering the fact that the Daily pnnts about
50 articles on local events a week. the Greek’s track
record is not that bad.
One writer questioned our understanding and
insight into the Greek system. It is rather hard to
understand something no one wants to talk
about if you want the Daily to understand the
Greek system try setting up a serious interview.
Quite honestly. I am interested in why so
many people join sororities and fraternities and
would enjoy a feature on the subject.
For years there has been friction between the
Greeks and members of the media on campus. Journalists claim Greeks do not want to talk about anything. Greeks claim the media is biased and destructive.
Whenever a group
religious, political or
social, sets itself apart it draws special attention. By
refusing to divulge the topic of IFC meeting of
course any journalist would wonder why. If the
Panhellenic: president cannot think of a reason for
an WC meeting to be closed, that also tells me
something.
Journalists are taught to cover a "beat...
When an event or decision is reached by people
crucial to that beat, or area of responsibility, a reporter is obligated to write an article.
.
The image that goes hand -in -hand with being a
journalist is that bad news is the best news. In some
cases that may be true. but no one can establish a
career covering only one aspect of news.
The reporter who covered that meeting was
only doing his job and protecting hi% right to report
the news. Without that right. which this nation recognizes as freedom of the press, groups and individuals would be able to work unchecked and perhaps do more damage than they do already.
In the First Amendment, people are granted
these freedoms: to hold certain religious beliefs and
practice them. to speak freely, to report and print
inforniation with freedom, and the right to assemble peaceably.
IFC and the Greek community are allowed to
assemble and enjoy their activities because of this
amendment. Yet when any member feels wronged
hy it, he turns his back on the very right which
gives him freedom. Unfortunately. a privilege
usually comes with a catch.
Daily reporters do not spend time trying to
find ways to disgrace or embarrass members of the
Greek community. Quite frankly. reporters have
more to do than give one group special pnvileges,
whether positive or negative.
Hy closing the meeting, IFC exercised their
anger at the Daily, but in the end only further ruined their image as a positive community group.
Shut out the media and you only make us more
curious.
Try to take away our rights. and we defend
ourselves.
The Founding Fathers fought for freedom of
the press, why should we give up so easily’?
Deborah G. Guadan is the Spartan Daily
editor and resents being called "Mr. Editor" by
anyone
Greek or not. Persons who want to
write a letter In response are welcome, but at
least have the courtesy to address the editor appropriately.
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A brief look at off-campus news

Ginsburg faces
questions on past
WASHINGTON (AP)
Reagan
President
stood by his Supreme Court nominee Monday as Senate Democrats said they would investigate Douglas
H. Ginsburg’s having held stock in a cable TV company while supervising a government effort to win
First Amendment protection for cable television operators.
Meanwhile, conservative groups said they were
not concerned about reports that Ginsburg’s wife. Dr.
Haller Perkins Morgan, performed two abortions and
assisted in a third as a medical resident in Boston in
1979-80. One conservative spokesman said she
should he commended for making a personal decision
to stop participating in such procedures.
Members of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
which will conduct hearings on Ginsburg’s nomination, cautioned senators not to jump to conclusions
about a possible conflict of interest in the cable television matter. But they also made clear they believe
the issue should be investigated.
Several expressed concern that the committee
did not discover the issue a year ago during hearings
on Ginsburg’s nomination to the U.S. Court of Appeals here.
Financial disclosure statements indicate that at
the time of the cable court case, Ginsburg had a stake
of almost S140,0(8) in Rogers Communications Inc.
The Supreme Court embraced the administration’s
friend-of-the -court brief, which Ginsburg had helped
prepare as a Justice Department official, in a 1986 decision likely to reduce government regulation of cable
operators.
The issue "has to be pursued," said Sen. Dennis
DeConcini, D-Ariz., often a swing vote on the Judiciary Committee. He urged senators not to "rush to
judgment in concluding he can’t serve or dismiss it as
another red herring."
"Those who are for Ginsburg will holler and
scream ’lynch mob,’ but this is what the process
should be. Is this enough for one senator to vote ’no’
or is it not enough? We don’t know the facts yet,"
DeConcini said.
Reagan, asked by reporters whether he felt he
had been given enough information about Ginsburg
prior to last week’s nomination, said he had thoroughly reviewed the major candidates.
When asked whether he was concerned about reports of Ginsburg’s cable investments, Reagan said.
"No. not at all."
At the White House. presidential spokesnian
Marlin Fitzwater said staff attorneys had reviewed
Ginsburg’s involvement and determined "it’s not a
problem."
Fitzwater said. "We do not believe it is a con-
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The Spartan Daily is
committed to accuracy. Any
significant error brought to an
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if you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
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San Jose, CA 9.5 /92 .
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A bnef look at campus events

Ilict of interest or the appearance of a conflict of interest." He said he did not know it the White House was
aware of the situation before Ginsburg was nominated
but that "it doesn’t make a difference to us because
there’s no conflict and no appearance of conflict It’s
an irrelevant question."
An administration official close to Ginsburg said
Sunday that Ginsburg did not discuss the possibility.
of a conflict of interest in the cable case with his superiors in the Justice Department or with ethics officers.
Peter Smith. spokesman for Judiciary Committee Chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr., D-Del said. "We
will review it as part of our investigation on the nomination. ’’
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1)epartment of anthropology
will present Sitakanta Mahapatra,
expert on Tribal people,. who will
speak on "Conducting research and
collecting oral poetry among Tribal
peoples of India’. at 8 a.m. today in
Dudley Moorhead room 22611 Call
Dr. Freeman at 277 2479 for tutor illation.
Amnesty
International
will
have a table for U2 tickets from 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. today. Thursda % and
Friday in front of the Student t ’Ilion
(’all Kelly Kline at 277-8228 for in
fortitat ion.

AIDS patient turned away
ORANGE (AP)
A mentally ill AIDS patient.
bleeding from open sores, wandered the streets oi
Orange County for days after one hospital turned him
away and another was unable to readmit him, authorities said.
A county health official protested the handling of
the 37 -year-old transient and said the case shows how
ill equipped the medical community is to treat psychotic and infectious acquired immune deficiency’
syndrome patients.
Officials said the man, whose name was withheld because of confidentiality laws. was transported
from Western Medical (7enter in Anaheim on Oct. 13
to Metropolitan State Hospital in Norwalk for longterm psychiatric care.
Rut upon arrival, the state facility refused to
admit him because his skin was scratched raw.
Dr. Bill Silva. executive director at Metropolitan. said the hospital doesiit have a medical ward or
isolation room for infectious cases.
"If he had leprosy. he wouldn’t be admitted.
he said.
The patient was taken back to Western Medical.
a private hospital, but officials there said they
couldn’t readmit him without an order from a physician.
While administrators %%ere pondering their next
move. the patient apparentE, left the hospital unnoticed thniugh a back door, officials said.
The man wandered around Orange County for
several days before appearing at his guardian’s Santa
Ana office on Oct. 26. He is now under care at the
University of California. Irvine Medical Center here.
about 30 miles southeast of downtimn I ais Angeles.
"The problem .
there are no places. or at
least only a few places. in the entire I ’tilted States that
arc equipped to handle . .the severely mentally ill
person who has AIDS or AIDS Related Complex."
said Timothy P. Mullins. county mental health director.
AIDS is a viral disease that cripples victims: immune systems. making them vulnerable to niam, fatal
illnesses and cancers. It is most
idely spread
through sexual contact and exchanges of hody fluids
like blood.

High-level talks improve
WASHINGTON (AP) The
first time Secretary of State George
Shultz tried to talk to Andrei Gromyko about human rights in the Soviet Union it was like talking to the

Moscow. At I k hail Tliiilia’eh.e;: is in
charge. and Eduard Shevardnadze. a
close ally, is the foreign minister.
There is also a lie% look in the
area of human rights.

Shultz had taken the Soviet foreign minister aside for a one-on-one
conversation. That’s the way diplo.
mats indicate they mean business.
Gromyko could hardly say no.
As Richard Schifter, the State
Department’s human rights chief.
tells the story. Shultz went on for
some time while Gromyko stared at
the wall.
When Shultz paused, Groinyko. still not looking at the secretary of state, asked: "Are you
done?"
Shultz had more to say.
"Are you done?" Gromyko
asked when Shultz stopped again.
"Yes, 1 ani," Shultz replied.
"Then let’s move on," Gromyko said.
He had nothing to say in response to Shultz’s complaints.
That was five years ago.
Gromyko isn’t foreign minister
anymore. Nor is Leonid Flrezhnev
the Soviet president.
There is a new leadership in

*ems
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"’he (’areer Planning and Place
mem Center will hold a discussion
on U.S. Postal Jobs at II a ni. and
12:30 p.m. in the Business ClasSwms today. Applications M ill he
available for part-time seasonal employment. Call Lupe %Amiga ai 924(4)33 for information.

Studio Theatte Call Allaire at 9244530 tor information
91, I I
Student Health SCIA
have a Student Health \ disof
(’ontiiiittee meeting tin students in
terested in health polic and pro.
p m. tograms trom
9) io I
morrov, in 1
Building room
208. Call (Jscai Battle at 277-3622
for information.

Faculty lio.kialk Series will
present Sam Hem
revving Allan
( losing ot the Ante:
Bloom’s
top Hi totorroov,
1,,in
,rt
di the
\ eisii \ Cluh. located at Stli
and San Sal \ adoi Sticeis Call I fa \
fi5-1.5 tor intormation.
McNeil at 9
Campus Chostian ( ’enter in\
mien...led in e(ploring
issues ot
spiiituality and
telationslop to (Itut(li
.tit organi41. lo

The Campus Ministry will hold
a Bible study to,f, horn Hooll to I
p.m. in the Student Union (ivada
lupe Room. Call Noth Firilliaber at
298-0204 for information.
Al -Anon will hold their weekly
meeting at noon today in Adminstration Building room 222A. C’all 277
2966 for information.
Reed Magaiiite will accept sill,
missions of poetry. liction and ail
\ ;
until 5 p.m. Wednesda .
Contact Robert Svwet in Facult.v ( )1
fice Building Room 119.
halm of Hav,:aii Club will hold
a general meeting at 7:30 p.m.
the Student t ’Mon Almaden
Room. Call 1.alle Nishimura al
251 .41h67 tor information
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SAN JOSE STATE SPECIALS
"Friendly local
service while you’re at school."
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Install New Oil Filter ONLY
Chassis Lubrication
$1
Install Up To 5 Ots
Multigrade Quaker
State Oil
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Check All Fluid Levels
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Sat. NOV. 7th
KICKOFF 1:30 P.M.
vs. U of Pacific
Tailgate parties start @ 9: 30 AM
with live bands featuring the
COOL JERKS
Tickets Available at Athletic Ticket
Office 8 A.S. Business Office in the
Student Union.
Final home game. Last chance to see your
Spartans at home

SPARTAN

FOR ALL TICKET
INFORMATION

CALL 277 -FANS
or 924 -FANS
-Group/Corporate.
Facully/Staff.
-Students/Alumni
Rates.

STADIUM

1

TUNE-UP
ONLY

$3795*

Reg $47.
/ 4. 6, 8 cyl
’Standard Ignition $5 extra

OFF

98181 at participating center,
with coupon Not vela] with
otaef tune-up offers Price is lc.
Lmost cars Some cars extra

6 MONTH 6000 MILE WRITTEN
GUARANTEE LABOR & PARTS
t1/29/87j

OPEN 7:30 A.M.
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY

ACCUTUNE

& BRAKE
298-7’722

CHECKS

510 E. SANTA CLARA
AT 11th STREET

SUREC
AQUATIC CENTER
JOB OPENINGS

MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL

*LIFEGUARD:
’
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Certified in Advanced Lifesaving,
CPR and First Aid

’

*SWIM INSTRUCTOR:
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International
will
have a Illeelitig at 9:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Pacheco
Room. Call Susie Salminen at 2778225 tor information.

............

Free Camera Offer!

On Big Screen TV

Asian
American
Christian
Fellou ship will lia%e its weekly
meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the
Student Union (’ostanoan Room.
(
I )ori (’hin at 997-7808 for information.

h. 2_,’’’" 0 l!’ , ,,,
‘.. oolthet
0’ ’ I
Nosetohet
I "’Lst,t(
hltort
I
’’’ 711,tgo,,,,

"fhe re-entry ad isor
will hold a brown bag lunch ,A1111
Steinherg. Ph.D, speaking on stupid
disease from noon to I p.m. tonioi
row in the Student Litton Pacheco
Room. Call VII ginia
at
277-2005 lot Inhumation

#1 College Football Team

Campus Slinistly will have a
meditation group hum s45 to 6:45
tomoriow at the drape’ at 300
S. 10th St Call Natalie Shims at
2984)204 tot information.

277-3171

S.ISt ait stu
Tim Keestien.
dem will present "A Sculptural I. \
perience"’ It tifil noon to .1 p [II
Morrow at Williams StRer Erik
Call Tim Keeshen at ’9 ’ ;Nt,
information.

Theatre arts department
present guest LIIVICCT Lonna Wilke’
soit
3..-helreo)..:rapher
dance for a lecture and denionstra
tion at 12:30 p.m. tomorrow in die

/animal meeting from 3 to 4 p.m. toiniiitow in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Sister Judy Ryna at
.29841204 for information.

Take a Cruise in
The Classifieds!

Come see the Bay Area’s

AT
STAFF
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Certified in Advanced Lifesaving, CPR
First Aid and Water Safety Instruction

4
01;

ENTRANCE ATTENDANT:

Order your college r
now and receive a FRE I
Kodak 35nim camera

1,1,1

Cashiering experience

888.88.8...8.88 S’,11 Marla to unte.arned. tr 949 Mr.

*Applicants will be tested on:
- Swimming 1000 yards under 20 minutes
- Advanced lifesaving skills

.8.7

lappy f fulelays frorli

- Written exam

4,J(.
,

[tate Nov 2-6
Riace

10:00-6.:00Depos4 Required .t_49 . 00
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Student Union Director’s Office

Noon Thursday, November 5, 1987

,Sports
SJSU falls to top -ranked Hawaii
Spartans lose 3-2 to Wahines, first time Hawaii taken the distance
Fly Holly Olsen
Daily stall writer
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15-12 um in the Nisi 2.1111e
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111.11Ch.
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Volleyball
has played 1.1!.. all year, Shoo said.
"They weren’t intimidated bv our
record at all. ’ ’
(lames two and three were
close but
tor the Spartans Hav,
.,:ained the a,1% antage
eliminating SPA ’’s lead by identical
scores of 15 13.
The Spartans Nen: iesponsible
for the greatest point spiead in the
entire inat,..11 defeating the Wahines
15-8 in the toorth game
Wo tok.ed I law in out ot their
sist y olley ball
comfort /one,
. "You
coach 1)1,k
coulLI tell hy their inoy einem and the
look in their eyes that ihey yvere
/ itMC \ CI . 11.M.111 \%.1s able to
tom then %%mile, in .?2,1111e f Re into a
yy as oh, iou.dy the
ictoi
I ri I
losest anti most !Lit 1.i1
1.11-111e Makil

Had we played the match with
more cotif idence. we would haVe
won." Montgomery said.
’We never got on track and we
neyer found our rhythm," Shoji
said. "The Spartans’ defense and
our mistakes gave them the momentum. We were lucky to survive this
one.
Hawaii had been outdigging
every team played this season by a 2
I margin. until they met the Spar
tans. according to NIontgoinery
SJSti nearly matched that lecold
outdigging the Wahine’s One .1111.1 .1
half to one.
Junior Kim Hicks had het hest
detensiye night for the season com
’Acting 31 digs Her record ...onto!)
wed to the teams most impiessiy
match of the year with a season-hipli
141 digs.
"If you looked at the stats. they
would tell you that SJSt outplayed
us and they should hay e %son. Shop
said.
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COMPLETE FOREJGN CAR SERVICE
HONDA
14081293-SO77

Grande is giving you the best
prices on delicious pizzas.
Plus you can keep using the
coupon until each size pizza
is bought!

Small 2 Item pizza $5.00
Medium 2 Item pizza

X -large 2 Item pizza $8.00
NOV.20,1987.

Prices do not include sales tax

"It w as teamwork. agressiveness and enthusiasm that worked for
us.’ said Skit s Danielle Spier.
Spier thought the team had felt
they. were going to win thmughout
the entire match.
"This was by far the best match
we’ve ever played,’" Spier said. "At
least now we’ve proven that we’re
light up there with the best teams.
Spier said the team wasn’t discouraged by the loss.
S.ISU met Hawaii again on Saturday but weren’t able to keep up
with the previous night’s performance.
The Wahini’s defeated SJSU
15-5, 15-7,15-5.
"The advantage always swings
to the team with the greatest si/e.
Montgomery said.
Hawaii’s entire team outsize’s
the Spartans. particularly in the front
where it really counts.
"There w as no enthusiasm Saturday." Montgomery said. "We put
out so much mental and physical elkir! on Friday that we were Just too
fatigued to play the same calibre the
nevi night...

San Francisco
South San Francisco
San Bruno
Millbrae
Broadway
Burlingame
San Mateo
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Hayward Park
Bay Meadows
Hillsdale
Behnont

Grande Pizzeria
292-2840

$6.00 (408)

2 Item pizza $7.00
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Dave Shoji,
Hawaii volleyball coach
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’If you looked at the
stats, they would tell
you that SJSU
outplayed us and
they should have
won.’
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San Carlos

150 East San Carlos
on the corner of 4Ih Street
GOOD FOR TAKE
OUT ORDERS ONLY

Fill

YOUR

POCkETS

The BAR/BRI Nationally
acclaimed LSAT test preparation
course will start Tuesday,
Nov. 10 in preparation for the
Dec.12 exam.

Redwood City
Atherton
Menlo Park

L*Score in the top 20% or take
the next course FREE!

Palo Alto

Act now and take advantage of our early
enrollment discount. Save $100

Advertise

boubn

277-3171

For more information call collect (415) 441-5600

California Avenue

POOFISVOMAL ,11ITING Cloal.11

Mountain View
Sunnyvale

You Want Easy To Operate?
24 exp
$1 49

36 exp
MI $2 59

Santa Clara
The Zenith Data Systems
eaZy"’ pc
Single Floppy Drive:
suggested retail price: $999.ial

Dual Floppy Drive:
suggested retail pnce: S1.199.00

Single Floppy with Hard Disk:
in

GOOD
OCTOBER
THRU
NOVEMBER 11
1987

SI)Altrl’AN
11 X Eti’ll

San Jose

Special Student Price:

$599w
Special Student Price:

$699w

suggested retail pnce: $1,699:flip
Special Student Price:
The eaZy ’" from Zenith Data Systems gives you a
full -featured computer that’s so simple to operate, you
can be up and running within minutes after opening the
box. And it even comes with a 14" monochrome moniHeath/Zenith
tor attached. Along with an easy -to -use keyboard, and
377-8920
disk dnve. Added trial!
compact. high -capacity
this, you get some very important extras...
Zenith Data Systems
Now, the eaZy pc can be yours at a great student
Alex Rush
once when you visit your nearby Zenith Data Systems
213/695-0721
Campus Contact. We’ll give you a full demonstration,
and match you up with the nght software and periphAWL_mril
datA
erals. To give you a computer that can take you from
college to career!
So stop by today. And see the eaZy pc for yourself.
See you soon!
14S7 teruth I ’ma S,RielliS

$999m

OFFER

Lawrence

systems

Running late running to class?
CallVain runs San Francisco -to-San Jose
in just over an hour!
VVithout driving headaches, freeway congestion, or parking hassles.
And with Carftain’s frequent. daily service,
there’s always a train to meet your class
schedule. Plus, frequent -use discounts to meet
your budget.
There’s always a number you can call for
more information, too the Callimin Hotline at
800-558-8661.
Carlhin commuting it’s ono course that’ll
really get you somewhere CALAA/N

CalTrain

Seri ’ice funded by (

UM. Santa Clam and San Mateo Counties.
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The Sporting News
ranks Spartans 20th
Ity Brent Ainsworth
Daily staff writer
For the first time this season,
the SJSU football team. with its
g-1 overall record, has received a
national top 20 ranking.
The Sporting News placed
the Spartans 20th in its college
poll on Monday, the same day the
team earned the No. 25 spot in
the USA Today/CNN National
’lop 25.
But for the third straight
%seek, the Spartans didn’t crack
the Associated Press Top-20 poll
despite receis mg Hine votes.
SJSU finished the 1986 season as the 20th choice in Sports
Illustrated’s rankings. The team
%s.
:1111) voted 20th best in Playhoy magazine’s 1987 pre -season
poll.

Brad Shirakawa

siSt sophomore Randy NI ichealis (20) battles for the ball NMI a Fresno
State player Sunday’. Alichealis lost the battle as the Spartans suffered

Dady staff photographe

one of their worst defeats this season, an 8-0 thumping to the Bulldogs.
SIMI wraps up the season Wednesday at play rig Santa Clara.

Spartans split final homestand
Soccer team beats UC Santa Barbara 2-1 , falls to Fresno State 8-0
By Richard Motroni
Daily staft writer
The Halloween weekend presented the Spartan soccer squad with
a hag full of satisfying treats and
ugly. horrifying tricks.
The treat for the Spartans was a
hard-earned 2-1 overtime win over
UC-Santa Barbara. Friday night, but
the trick was a Sunday afternoon
beating by Fresno State. 8-0.
First the treat.
The Spartans came int() Spartan
Stadium on the eve of Halloween
with a five -game losing streak that
included six consecutive scoreless
halves.
Facing a tough Santa Barbara
club (9-7-31. the Spartans hoped
somehow to put an end to all of their
frustrations.
Early in the first half, Santa
Barbara midfielder Andrew Carnian
caught the SJSU defense off guard
and passed to Charles Swanson.
Swanson kicked a right side shot
past Spartan goalie Jerry Nelson giving the Gauchos a 1-0 lead just 1:08
into the game.
"There’s no question that an
early goal in any game hurts the
team’s momentum... Nelson said.
"When they scored the goal I said to
myself ’Oh. Jesus! Not again!’ I was
afraid this was going to be another
long night for us."
Seemingly angered by Santa
Barbara’s easy. quick score. the
Spartan defense tigtened up and
sucessfully controlled its end of the
field. Marc Baker. Luis Aguilar’.
Matt Blue and Jerry’ Montgomery
were so effective in shutting off any
offensive attack that only twice were
the Gauchos able to attempt a shot
on goal for the rest of the first half.
On SJSU’s offensive side. opportunity after opportunity somehow
was blown by lack of execution.
Forward striker Jon Ragnarsson
intercepted a p(x)r Santa Barbara
pass. charged down the field and
seemed to have an easy shot on
freshman goalie Greg Lipton. However. Ragnarsson’s kick was wide
right. which left the Iceland native
stunned.
"I’ve been making goals on
those kinds of plays and somehov.r I
completely blew it... he said.
Ragnarsson wasn’t the only one
who failed to execute on opportunity.
Five times SJSU had the hall in
the penalty’ box only to have the shot
miss.
Starting the second halt’ down
1-0. the Spartan offense got its first
goal in seven halves.
Inronically. it would be a Spar

Soccer
tan defender tying the game on a
most unusual score.
Catching Lipton asleep. Baker.
40 yards away from the goal. rocketed a shot toward the right corner of
the goal. which sailed by Lipton for
the game -tying goal with 41:33 left
in the game.
"Once I saw the goalie was out
of position, my first thought was to
try for the near post," Baker said.
"The minute I kicked the ball I knew
that it was going to be a goal.’
With both teams in deadlock.
the game seemed to be headed for
overtime. But. once again, misfortune struck SJSU. While disputing a
yellow card due to a foul. Ragnarsson received a red card foul front the
referee.
With Ragnarsson gone. SJSU
not only lost their best scorer for the
rest of the game. but with only 10
players on the field, they were going
to be one man short.
When the first overtime began,
Allen Picchi, who conviced SJSU
coach Julius Menendez to nuive him
from hack to forward, scored a goal.
"It wasn’t the greatest satisfaction I’ve had this year, but I felt

some pressure on me after convincing the coach that I could play forward again." Picchi said. "When I
kicked the ball. I wasn’t really thinking. because most gisen situations
call for general instinct...
While Picchi did his job on offense, time now called for Nelson to
do his part on defense. With Santa
Barbara despartely attempting to tie
the game in the second overtime by
constantly pushing the ball down field Nelson may have had his finest
moments.
He blocked five Gaucho shots
in overtime, and had nine saves for
game.
the
"They just kept coming after
me. even though their forwards were
not as good as others I’ve faced,"
Nelson said.
"I’m very pleased the way the
team pulled together. when they
were one man short," Menendez
said. "This win without a doubt was
a team effort.’
genie
afternoon’s
Sunday
against Fresno State was a disaster
that made the Edsel look like a Cadillac.
Two goals were scored by
Fresno State forward Femi Olukanni. Another goal occurred when
Baker attempting the knock a high
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NUMBERS...
The
Spartan otTense piled up 569
yards ot total offense against the
Aggies. The single -game record
is 724 yards. which came in last

PCAA
ROUNDUP SJSU (8-1. 5-0 in PCAA) can
clinch it’s second straight California Bowl berth this week by heating Pacific. No PCAA team has
ever appeared in back-to-back
Cal Bowls.
Second place Cal State Fullerton (5 4. 4-1 got a I 36-y ard
rushing silos( irom Eric Franklin
and bless out New Mexico State.
4N-14. in Santa Ana. The Aggies
dropped to 2-6, 0-4 in conference
play.
Fresno State quarterback
Dave Telford. who threw for a
PCAA-record 536 yards the previous week. racked up 293 yards
and three TDs to lead the Bulldogs to a 45-10 thrashing of
UNLV in Fresno. The Bulldogs
stand a 4-4 and 2 2 Tecord. while
the Rebels sank to 2,5 and 1.3.
Pacific (3-5. I -2) and Cal
State Long Beach (4-4. 2-2) were
idle.
MAC ROUNDUP
Eastern Michigan (7-2. 5-11 held onto
its lead in the Mid -American
Conference On Saturday’ by beating Ohio rills ersity. 34-16, in
Ypsilanti. Mich. The winner of
the MAC %%Ill play the PCAA
champion at California Bowl WI.
Dec. 12 at Bulldog Stadium in
Fresno

Get a Free Samurai Cover. 1
Just bring in this ad when you purchase
a Suzuki Samurai from Almaden Suzuki.
Exciting,
Stylish,
Sporty,
Rough,
Tough,

4 x4
Suzuki Samurai

On & Off The Road.
G4fmacizrz SUZUKI, INC.
SUZUKI

909WEST CAI,TOL EAPRESSwAv
SAN JOSE CALIFORNIA
TFLEPHONE 26, WOO

Capitol Exp.

Tomprrow
in
Progress

Need Extra
Money
For Christmas?

The United States Postal Service will be
outlining job requirements and accepting
application.s on campus for casual
(temporary) positions for
CLERKS &
MAILHANDLERS
$5.00 per hour. Must be able to lift up to
70 lbs. and able to work any one of 3 shirts
including Sat., Sun., & Holidays.
(Minimuzn 4 hours per shift.)
First group interview begins at 11:00 AM

kinkois

kick out of play by using the header.
misplayed the ball. which went off
his head and into the goal.
Fresno State also scored two
controversial goals. One came v, hen !
was Olukanni tipping a
kick
with his hand int() the goal. ss Inch
caused goalie Nelson to hase an
angry toe-to-toe with the linesman.
The other occured when Bulldog midfielder Andrew Faker. who
was offside, in the penalty box.
kicked the ball past substitue goalie
Andre Depiano for a score.
Yet, one play typified the Spar
tans’ fortunes for the game and perhaps the season. Taking a penalty
kick. which should be an automatic
score. Juan Pezoa tapped a weak
kick to Bulldog goalie Mark Dougherty who caught the ball.
All in all, it was a sad day for
the Spartans who lost their eleventh
game of the season, 8-0.
"It was a simple case that
Fresno State was too strong and too
good for us," Menendez said.
The Spartans final game of the
’87 season will be at 7 p.m. Wednes
day, at Santa Clara.

COX "ROCKS"
kiner
Greg Cox has been named Pacific Coast Attiletie Association
Delensi%e
ot the Week for
his performance in Saturrla!,’s
14 victor mei. aah State. it v.as
announced Monday.
Cox. a 6-fixit senior who
mans the linebacker delensie
hack role. had 10 tackles. 1,a,,
fourth-quarter sacks and a tumble
recovery. He is now third on the
team in tackles with 56.
Fresno State wide receiver
Ron Jenkins took the weekly offensive honor t-or catching seven
ita,,,L.S
for 113 yards and two
t,,actidowns.

sear’s 44-15 win against Pacific.
SJSU hosts the Tigers Saturday at
1:30 p.m. at Spartan Stadium.
On the other side of the ball.
SJSU set a school iecord in rushing defense. The Spartans held
Utah State to minus 30 yards on
the ground on 15 attempts. With
five sacks, SJSU now has 42 on
the year.

TANDEM COMES TO CAiMPUS
I
when

1111nk 11 \\ Ill Ht.’ All exciting era.
lie \s de(
k iner than
line international transaction pro, essing is effortless And multi -vendor
thc norm And it’s developing last at ’Linden]

With
new technologies comes the TICW work envmmment -Creativity comes
from sharing ideas: we believe, and we promote that philosophy through worldwkle teleconferencing, people-orientecl management, and an interactive approach ti,
pr(kilICI ("CW101)111(311.

BS/MS in

CS or IRNI Majors
MBA’s,
interested in MIS careers
come we

what "Tomorrow in Progress’. at tandem is all about ( her refreshments
(11.,
opportuni
meet informally voili "tandem emolowe,
ties in your field
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A Spartan Daily Special Report

Turmoil within the University Police Department

Resign: Chief leaves unexpectedly

t

I est st hat,
Po

rit"
Gail Fullerton
s/s/

.1. Handel Evans
/.
iitii
president

chatz Department faces rebuilding
from prree /
up to Evans’ office right now and
we’ll find out if lie gave permission
tir not .
Schatz didn’t move.
Instead. he told Holm and the
rest of the department he would get
written approval.
Approsal. though. never came
for the use ttf the tom S."96 shotguns
and Sunda Schatz of t
telt the
department.
But instead of using the shot
gum tit show a waste 01 deraitment
money. Holm used the incident to
siiift,tlize the tailed hopes that lie.
Sgt I al Andeison. and nine othei
derailment mentheis
who asked
,11111111,,
not to Ive identified
111,111,lee
the 16 1111,1101, .,1
.111i..1.11 10 1111101e
SAO \
"ISelliii/l11,111.1 had a good re
told in this depaitment .1. tar a. e,
lc. or lir,’
tablydring
the department lir the tir.t lir
cill,11110.1 Se(
HOW.
e.ii etelaii ot the de.
partment. itti to sch.of
IFissension against Schatz was
in tact so strong that one one mem
her of the derailment
Sgt ;tam
spoke in 1.1%tti of
Ledbetter
Schatz’ polit ie. during a detailed
look by the ‘Tartan Daily into die
departnwrit.
I.edbetter. ho also spoke prior
to Schatz’ leti mg. indicated that am
dissent in the derailment is heing
caused hy a reisonnel f ight between
several men in the I’ll). "It’s a revApge-type ot situation. They. want
iltivk nfaii
to he tesponsible
illey V, 010 dk.,
..hanges I’ve noticed a lot of good that the oiler,
fhe
\ .1.ked
"’"; sworn
of f kers
with the evception of of
lice,
g
Beidernian and the
three of f Icel. in the acadeni
could not be teached tot comment
it chance tit eithet speak as
a source Of 1,11 111C leC1,11,1
SChill/ 111111,..11 has ’Mused
comment on tie sermate
assioits
over the last two week, including a
written request
A chief finally arrives
ev,,, into(’ sehm.. then 43,
was appointed director to public
safety on June I. 19146. icitlacing
Earnest Quinton. the chiet since
1967. Quinton lett the depai mien! on
1 a.
March 19. 1984. because of mem,
reasons His tetirement t’.1111e 111,1
dile’ the Police Ottivers
011e
et: k
Association took a "no confidence’.
sote. which Quinton Via’. not
The search for Quinton’s replacement to the stscatimi a year lob
Nie. 1110
tvisonnel
11,1
selection ,orrirrrittee. re% ILA\ ing oser
I 00 applic ants I he lust 198-; search
tailed to reach an agreement w Mt a
candidate. hut then came Schatz
"It was it breath ot ttesti Ali
the department... Anderson said. describing the majority opinion of
those interviewed.
Hohu said the oftwets were told
to expect an exciting and innovative
program. "But attei a \1/4 hile. things
didn’t look right... I ham said.
Under new management
sch.tt,
et- the department ttit
1. 1986. The former
director of security for oregon
Health Scienes University in Portland intrixhiced a type of management which SJSU police officers
weren’t used to working mulct
’ Fie seems to have .111..11141110i
polite uniforn accouto merits.- Xit
derson said.
Then at a department meeting
in July.. Schatz made attempts to institute %Minim! drug testing
"I would volunteer to take it.’
Ledbetter said "If Fin entorcing
(the law ) I should he subjected to it.
Thais my posinnel feeling
But said Anderson: "It’s a
small enough department that if
SOIllellfle had a drug problem. we
would know about it. (Schatz) said
lie wanted to do it because it %Mild
make a naine for ourselves He
wasn’t doing it to uncover a drug
problem, hut instead for the publicity ot saying we did it."
One member, who asked lor
anonymity. said Schatz was ques
Mined about the drug testing. hut the
questtons were not answered "If
you were Mund positive. it implied
that you had a drug problem It just
showed his inability to think things
through

Waiving job requirement
.itet In the %ultimo. St hat, held Ins
ottker,
rt
leouitnwilt
,A.t. a pro"... that tor.ed ecbrom.,
1)er-ruse the fuel tried to ,A,11e .1 rob
Flit/Spell!
Ott Wei .

.11

ICIII.IIC
III Ole

dePartMCIII

The tandidate. Spring I-6,1+ms.
thin] Calitoima State t \
I ong
li tailed ilw
Iwn .he
wa.unable to scale a 6 loot wall in

UPD’s role
By Edwin Garica
Daily staff writer
Ikpartment of
Public Safety has been licensed
as a Calitornia police agency
since 1971.
C’ommonly known as the
Uniyetsity
Department.
it consists of 26 sworn 00 ice’s.
lie dispatchers. tout secretarial support emplm
to
30 student positions including
evening guides). and 20
UPI) has police miisdiction on campus and throughout
a one mile perimeter around
campus or um s et say property.
The
oft.icers
guidelines of the Calif.,’ iiia
reau for Police Officeis Stan
dards and Training. (.’a.i.oinia
I i
State University sy stein. and
UPD is responsible for
campus parking. the lockshop.
the etivin llllll ern.: health and
safety office. and the departmem’. special protects coordinator.
Officers do carry weapons
hut university policy does not
allow the use of shotguns in police vehicles.
General fund budget is
161.545,000

drag a 150 -pound dunini\ . %aid of f
cer Paul Henoch. who administered
it.
But Hormel) ’,lid IIC
told hy
Schatz that the chief w anted to have
thc
swal agilir. test waied
tot IttltItilis Because Hems was
the toils CI III
ot doing
Schatz-, Itackgittimtl check. he declined to wiiiiiient Atom Schails
resignation tti am thing that
bine led up to it
Holm said ’tomtit told him.
chiet wants me to waiye the
plisical
test tor Silting Rob tuns."
"Wlien I heatd it. I didn’t he
hese it." Holm said "I said that
sounded so iineilm al. so iiiirmies
sional. Besides. in 1,111e1
officet
tlw CSU system), tfii
need to pass the physical agilm
Holm confronted Schatz w ith
what Henoch had told him
Schatz told Holm that win\ mg
the physical agilit test "was no.
so hind tot le
essar because it w
male otticers to pass ’
" Ale ou going to waive it tot
all ’female ottii els and not itist this
one ’ rid it stt. wItv didn’t you do it
before the test instead of attet
Holm asked Schatz
"Ile told me. ’You lust want to
keep the status quo.’ ’ Holm said.
Holm took his eimipkiint to
limo A month later. Schatz told He nod, to place Robbins’ application
tile on inactive status.
Robbins. who has been working tor the 1>epartment of Justice the
Iasi eight months. could not he
reached for comment
After the Robbins incident. one
source said. "People that were more
for (Schatz) than against him at that
time. switched over :span ist him."
The Chiers guns
sdnic time, Schatz was
At about
seen wearing a concealed weapon
around his ankle by both Holm and
Anderson.
Normally, this wouldn’t he reason for concern. Imit according to
California Penal (otle 626.10. only
police officers can possess firearms
on campus v., idiom written consent
trom the president
Because Schatz had not
and
still has not
’leen certified its a
California police officer by the bureau for Police (Ffficers Standards
and Training (POST,
was in violation of this code.
This caused concern among officers that saw Schatz possessing a

gun bet ain’t. by not ariesiing their
chief. the \ were violating their own
ethnic code hy treating Schatz differently than amone else.
"Ive seen him with the guns.’
one source said "When the No I
man is in \
it puts you in a
met-anon. position to say the least.
Can von imagine if %VC
our
chiet ott to mil ’
EA tins didn’t say whether
Schatz was eyei gi%ett appros al to
cam a min. hut he did say that the
thiectoi ot public satet,.. ’is in
vr.eaprirr. oil the
Ve gac that atithrrrit to the duet of
ago.rriarr
lIrreer about a month ago.
I. an. said that he told Schatz to gm
id of the guns in his ottit.e
In addition, Schatz. until tout
.1;211.
V.CCkS
%%AS
ill %101,111.,11 01 .1
10 pl1101,: S.11e1
11401,1 \ 11\ using the police depart
mem as the addles. tot his tedeial
firearms I mist:
One ot lice! said that if the situ
ation had continued. the department
would Moe been in leopardy ot
ing its police slams twin P(KiT.
No background check
cm. started to
the,e
retmle became aware that
Schatz had been lined without a required Itackgiotinil t. heck
When a police of wer takes a
position in .1111 C.111101111:1 11(1110...
SIIC is required hy law
. he
to till out a thick racket containing
evtenso.e backgtotind nomination.
This is supposseil to he done
is
like Schatz
bet.ore Iverson
even ofteretl a job.
Ando son said he told on May
I I
almost month betore Schatz
took mer the department
that a
backgtonct oleo, was gemmed
ultimate iesponsibility
hes w Mt Handel i s ails)." said 011e
ihe main boss. but in all
tallness it, Handel it ws the first time
that a chief liact heen selected You
can also Name its. we didn’t know.
what 18,1, ..1111110vsed
he clone Yt.
C

kell

IMO

ihe

.1
lat.
,1
llllll 111.1111,0
11011. a mrarrider.randing
Schat/. .1..,ordrerg to seteral
member, ot the department. r:ould
ha\ e re, titled this problem b)
prorripilr. tilling out the background
hut dragged his leer or, rt
.1,. trirkr.r.tirrairrig int the
backmound check... Holm said "I
had doubts it he w as qualit led
,IS
Sk. hail/
from His
Aliihnoniali Comity Ore. Sheriff’s
position in 19’s He also iesigned as
poll. e .01)..C1 III,111 Ole II \ of Forest
Glove. (
in 1976 fiv mutual agio AI Flom.
ieeinent."
t
Grose
bei rei . then t Inet ot I

Personnel punishments
ftci inquiring about Schaif
kgiotind check at a department
meeting. Holm said Mai in Aptil he
was hit with the winst rating tit his
cal eel
"I made so much noise. Ile de
tided
and I speculated the hack -

bruin page /
will be in charge of the department
until a new chief is hired. Maloney
said there will be no interim chic’
position.
"I think people’s attitudes will
change. Dusablon said of the 26 member police force.
Schatz left a department which
has been wracked by low morale and
dissatisfied officers during his 16
months as chief, officers said recently.
It’s really been kind of tough
for the last few months.- Maloney
said.
At Monday’s brief ing. officers
jokingly brought up issues that used
to he sensitive in the department.
They appeared relieved that Schatz’s
reign had came to an end.
"OK. we’ie auctioning off the
hullptips," is liovi Maloney opened employees.
"It’s gonna he really hectic
the meeting
Maloney was referring to the here the next few weeks," Maloney
four controversial Mosberg hullpup said. He also asked the officers to
shotguns which Schatz had pur- help "bring some integrity back to
chased for the department to install the department" which he acknowlin police cars
without the new- edged has been damaged recently.
’IWe need to) put that behind
essat tinieisity approval.
Because Evans was not present us and move forward," Dusablon
at the officers’ meeting where he told the officers.
Although there was a lot of conwas espected to address the Clifterli
state of the department, Maloney fusion during Schatz’s final weeks.
and Dusithlon made comments and Maloney said the trimps were still
answered questions from 20 police doing all effective job.

Changes have
already taken place
in the department,
only 24 hours after
Schatz’s departure.
Maloney told the
officers the police
armory and property
rooms had been
rekeyed.

The order of events
1971: SJSU becomes a California certified police agency. Director is known as supervising campus
peace officer.
1979: Chief’s title changed to
director of public safety.
Earnest
31 984: Director
Quinton retires.
1985: Second
committee
continues atter first one failed.
12/1/85: Director of public
safety applicaton period ends.
4/86: Lew Schatz announced
as new poke chief.
6/1/86: Schatz begins work at
SJSU.
7/7/86: Schatz makes unsuccessful bid to start department drug
testing policy.
Fall 1986 officer recruit.
meet: Schatz attempts to waive
physical agility test for recruit Spring
Robbins.
5/11/87: Schatz orders shotguns.
5/20/87: Sgt. Ed Anderson
sends memo to Lt. Shannon Maloney, informing Maloney that Schatz
needs a background completed to
continue having access to criminal
know
I think it KA% sometime
this \ ea’
Iiiir said Andcrson,"Evans has
never tommunicated to me that he
feels he has the authority. to allow
Schati a,.-cess to criminal history informanon
Criminal tecords can only he
seen if a peison has the right and the
need to Limy, the information. For
someone to satisfy the right to know
requitement. Anderson said they
mint have had a background check
pleted.
On May 20. 1987. Anderson
said he became so frustrated with
Schatz not filling out his background, he wrote a memo to his supervisor, Lt. Shannon Maloney. in Miming him that Schatz was in
yittlation of IX/1 regulations by
looking at criminal records and that
he (Anderson) would no longer he
responsible for seeing that a background check he dime on Schatz.
Maloney confirmed that AnderSI111 WWII’ the memo. hut refused to

’Schatz hasn’t had a good record in this
department as far as establishing policies
or just developing the department in the
first 16 months.’
- Sgt. Lloyd Hohu,
Police Officers Association representative
ground was the only reason to slap
me with an overall unsatisfactory
iating." Hohti
"When I got the 41erall unsatIsla, tory it took Ille
111, feet. I
savi as a message to the tr,olp, that
Itere.. v.hat we’re doing
Lloyd
the sem.’ sergeant
everyone else
should Lill into
Flohti. though. wasn’t the only
officer to claim lie was punished for
asking about his chiers background
clieck.
Anderson alleges he felt the
wrath of Schatz for questioning why
it was taking so long for information
on the chiers background to he submitted.
As iik‘ Department of Justice
designated records security officer,
Anderson said Schatz was vio:ating
D0.1 law by having access to criminal records without the proper authorization.
Evans disagreed and said last
week that. "I gave Mr. Schatz auil/ ha% e ileCeV. 10 that information it he had a need to

Changes have already taken
place in the depanmerit, only 24
hours after Schatz’s departure. Maloney told the officers that the police
armory and property rooms had been
rekeyed.
UPD’s weekend surprise was
especially shocking because just
three days before, Evans indicated
he would work directly with UPI)
management during the remaining
eight months of Schatr’s tenure.
"(Schati) and I will try to get
together and alleviate some of the
problems that have manifested themselves in the police department,"
F.vans said Thursday.
At the Oct. 26 Academic Senate meeting. Fullerton announced
Schatz’s resignation.,
Evans said Thursday that
Schat/ will continue as SJSU police
chief until June 30.
At President Fullerton’s news
conference Friday, she also said
Schatz would retain all police powers until his resignation date.
One officer asked Maloney
what the Personnel Selection Committee may do differently in searching for this chief compared to
Schatz.
"I’ll guarantee you they’ll do
the background (check) before they
hire him... responded Maloney.

comment on anything else.
Anderson said he believed
Schatz was trying to punish him
when the chief told him that the position he currently held "would be
transformed into a civilian analyst
position’ which may or may not pay
the same.
Schatz told Anderson he was a
"poor supervisor," and that his positon would he reclassified in 14
days. Schatz’s reasoning was that
someone in the department
Schatz refused to tell Anderson
who
had complained about Anderson’s job performance.
Latet. Anderson said Schatz
told him the complaints were from
former dispatcher Joel Yusim.
But when Yusim found out
what Schatz was doing with his
name. he came to canipus and delivered it memo to personnel director
SaIll Milton> denying Schatz’s
claim.
Yusim. who left SJSU in September and now works for the Department of Justice, told the Spanan

records.
1987: Personnel
Summer
actions taken by Schatz toward four
officers.
meeting,
7/87: Department
Schatz tells officers he had permission from university administration to
equip police cars with shotgLn.
10/5/87: Bureau for Alcohol,
Tobacco, and Firearms in Atlanta receives Schatz’s federal firearms license, surrendering it.
1084/87: Schatz is given
the personnel management evaluation results that was conducted by
Executive Vice President J. Handel
Evans’ office.
10/15/87: Schatz resignation
letter.
10/18/87: Schatz
removes
guns from office, after SJSU Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans
requests it.
10/1987: President Gail Fullerton receives resignation letter.
10/26/87: Schatz meets with
Evans and Fullerton. Fullerton accepts resignation effective June 30.
10/26/87: Fullerton
announces Schatz’s resignation at
Daily: "I was pretty upset that my
name was being used like that. especially. when it wasn’t true."
Shortly after coming to campus
to get his name cleared, Yusim said
that Schatz "came up to me and
apologized for using my name."
"Schatz made these things up
in order to remove me from my position.’’ Anderson said. He acknowledged that Schatz then used three
more names of department members
he claimed complained against Anderson. But when they found out.
the charges were again denied. Anderson said.
Anderson took his eilSe
MiIWO asking for a detailed investigation.
The response. which came in a
memo from Evans. told Anderson
there had been a "significant misunderstanding.’ between Anderson and
Schat/.
Anderson. though. wanted an
apology.
That issue has yet to be addressed. Anderson said. His grievence is filed at the highest level
the California State University
Chancellor’s Office.
One of Schatis most controversial uses of university policy.
came in July when he attempted to
demote Alex Dourov from sergeant
back to officer.
At the time of the incident.
Dourov. like all new officers and
sergeants, was on a one-year probation. This means that with probable
CallSe, Schatz could recommend that
the probation he revoked. although
the personnel director, serving as a
representative for Fullerton. had
final say.
On July 13. Dourov was told by
Schatz that he was to go back to
being a regular officer, just four daysbefore he was to he married.
Fiecause Schatz declined comment. it is not known why Dourov
was pulled from his position. said
Hohu of Dourov: "He joined me and
Anderson in voicing concern about
the department. He wasn’t on the
same team as Schatz.
Hohu. as the POA representative, wrote a letter it) Evans. But
with Evans out of town, Fullerton is lead received it and told him there
was no reason for rejection.
The matter. though. was not dropped by Schatz. With Dourov
still on his honeymoon. the chief issued a menu), stating that when
Dourov returned to duty. he would
retum as a public safety officer.

Academic Senate meeting.
cancels
10/27/87: Schatz
monthly department meeting scheduled for Oct. 30.
10/29/87: Evans admits there
were problems at UPD and indicated
he would be working on that during
the next eight months.
1040/87: Meeting
with
Schatz. Sgt. Tom Pomeroy, and
Housing Director Mlle Brown to discuss Spartan City evictions.
2:45 p.m. At her news conference, President Fullerton acknowledged Schatz will be in control as
pace chief until June 30.
After 3:00 p.m. Schatz reportedly talks to Fullerton, according to
one source. Then he reportedly has
a disagreement with Evans.
10/31/87: Meeting between
two lieutenants and Evans.
1111/87: Schatz no longer
SJSU employee. He removes all his
belongings from UPD office.
11/2187: Officers meet to discuss the state of the police department with lieutenants.
A meeting was then held unto%
Hohu. Schatz and Milito to clarify
the issue. Butbefore the meeting
started. Milioto. according to Hohu.
told Schatz that there was no cause
to drop Dourov and that Dourov was
to remain a seargent.
Milks refused to talk about the
intricacies of the matter but said:
’All I can say is that "Alex Dounw
is still %cal gent "
I
\ declined to comment.
Overtime error
"We were budgeted S65.000
for overtime this fiscal year. We
have now completed one-fourth of
the year and spent one-half of our
overtime. There is only S32.000 left
in the overtime account. The need to
reduce overtime is evident."
That was what the Oct. 7 memo
from Schat/ to all public safety officers stated.
The memo almi stated: "I
wou Id ask that each of you. if cal led
and asked to overlap (only four
hours before your shift. or four hours
of your shift. or four hours on the
following shift). do so voluntarily
realzing that officer safety is involved...
One source within the department said the menu) was "just another example of Schat/ not thinking
things through. He’s a black eye to
the department and the university."
Ledbetter. a Schatz supporter
who voiced his concerns, mid that
overtime has been abused. "We’re
only hurting ourselves." he said.
adding that the San Jose Police Department can be used as a back up if
needed.
Anderson challenged that, saying that relying on SJPI) could be
hazarAdinitdrie
.rson said there could be a
lack of communicaton between UPD
and MK) because they don’t use the
same radio communications. Also,
he said, SJPD is unfantiliar with the
c a m psucsh.
atz said three weeks ago he
had dealt with the problem.

Schatz ’,skins

University President Gail Fullenon announced last week that
Schatz would resign as director of
public safety on June 30, but on Sunday. Schatz cleared out his office
and formally resigned.
The next step. according to J.
Handel Evans last week, is to look
what needs to be done to get the department effective again and hire a
new police chief.
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General News

President Gail Fullerton announced that Spartan City. the SJSU student -family housing complex
located at South Campus, will close a semester earlier than originally scheduled.
Spartan City was scheduled for closing on August I 198H. but Fullerton said at her semimonthly
news conference that the date of closure has been
moved up to Jan. 15.
Fullerton said that the eanhquake-related death
of a student at the California State University, Los
Angeles last month was the deciding factor in the
new closure date of closure.

Despite fears of contracting acquired immune
defiency syndrome and other diseases. University of
California at Santa Bambara students engage in potentially risky sexual practices, a survey of undergraduates showed.

An iron beam at the Student Union Events and
Recreation Center construction site was painted in
memory of a worker who died at the site Thursday.
Percy Chow, a 39-year old iron worker from
Daly City, fell to his death when he apparently
slipped from a metal decking while working on the
project.

ic Senounced
that
police
s news
a) said
e pow-

MEChA, a Chicano student education organization, and the Asian Club will stage a protest noon
tomorrow in front of the Student Union to make students aware of the racism and discrimination that
occurs at SJSU.
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Lawrence W. Sherman, associate professor of
educational psychology. believes the idea of cooperation can be practiced as easily in the classroom as
in the corporate world.
The move toward cooperation in the classroom
isn’t a revolution, but it is gaining ground slowly,
partly through social need, he pointed out.
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Education is just discovering what business has
practiced for years: cooperation, not competition.
pniduces a better product , says a Miami University’
professor.
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Condom use, termed by experts as the best prevention against disease passed between sex partners, was reported by only 13 percent of the UC
Santa Barbara students who described themselves as
sexually active.
Questionnaires were sent to I .426 students randomly selected by sociologists John and Janice
Baldwin, and they received 851 responses.
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Jim and Tammy lease
$7,000-a-month home

Sweet sounds

\I
(AP)
’knocked
eYangelist Jim Bakker and his wife.
Tammy have leased a $7.000-a month beachfront home in this celebrity playground while they search
tor permanent housing in the area, it
ss as disclosed Monday
The Bakkers wen: close to buying a SI million beach home in the
exclusive Malibu Cove Colony, but
that deal fell through. said Merrill
Lynch real estate broker Barbara
Moser.
"The one they were really hot
to get was in the Cove Colony ." said
Moser. "They were going to buy,
then they changed their mind and decided to lease. The big question is
whether they have the money...

R ’chard Jacobson, vs ho is handling the Bakker house hunt through
the Merrill Lynch office in Pacific
Palisades. said lie couldn’t discuss
any aspect ot deals being considered.
"What they want to do is keep
this conf idetitial.’’ Jacobson said.
"It is all totally up in the air. They
have many different ways they could
be going."
The Malibu area. about 20
miles west of downtown Los Angeles, is home to such celebrities as
Larry Hagman. Johnny Carson.
David Letterman. Ali MacGraw and
Bob Newhart.
The Bakker.’ leased house is on
Malibu Road.

CHINESE FOOD WITHOUT THE WAIT

Lunch Special $1.95 M-F 11:30-2pm

Intr.) nu Dan !minium ich and S,IS1 ’s Big
Band X Indent Jai, hasemlile create sensa-

Ilona’ sounds at the Student t nion
theatre. Free
sic plus talented perform-

Sue Bowling Daily staff photographer
ers all added up to a day of magic at the
music department’s first Carnisal of Music.

WE FEATURE
Fried Rice
Barbegue Ribs
Zucchini & Pork Jumbo Egg Rolls
Sweet & Sour Pork Pork Rib Stew
Bell Peppers Beef Chicken Broccoli
Sweet & Sour Ribs
Beef Stew
Chow Mein
Beef Cauliflower
Curried Chicken
Pan Pan Cticken

Corner of 8th & E. Santa Clara. Open 7 days a week.

City

or SIMI. Storeoei. te.idents with
paid -up account. % III he paid a I ,01X1 stipend it) defray inoy mg costs.
Fir,N/pg/ce
Fullerton also announced that the
University Housing Office would
W.c tkeIC drawn here under
giye priority to assisting residents in
C
the assumption that Vire AA(Illici
finding new housing.
famils hoti.ing
aCCeSs It,
’W’hat does that mean? mean.
tei of our education
for the
Noy einher. these said. what can they really dor said Flan
Then.
cots I :Imo:, A.S. director of stuMind’, \S. L. k%
ye
dent set) u-es. and Spartan City resiNtnk yye’re beme knked
Mit
out in .1.inuat
It’, like. Merry dent. " A lot of students hatl their
fOCLISeli on not has mg to mow
Chi istina.’ ’Sin\ get out’’ Johnson II)
until August Now this eoine to be
said
"thilleitoni 11.1. Ilt, ,ompas- very disruptive.
Robert Leigh. a senior majoring
dte
\111,11 hapPenS
shill SIR.’ dlle01.1
in Spanish olio has toed in the com11,1 the pet Iple
’11,.10.111
John.airl he
plex
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tvo) and half \
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a "d) "mg
e% Klion
.aim.s
found out about
I
I
us. oi at least mu edm anon
when he came home and found his
\ s a result of the cad e) ic
wife cry ing.
non.. the arlinini.nation ha.
am just so angry If I had
in led an vai hei

known something like this yy ould
happen I never would haye moved
here,.. he said.
"I really teel like it’s been harrassment. We received a letter at the
end of summer say ing that the uniy...rsits couldn’t he responsible about
the safety of the place., that it is a fire
nap. and if a fire happened, our families would be threatened. Leigh
said.
"It seems like every six months
we’d be hassled in some way,
whether it nits a letter, a rent increase or something like this." he
said.
If forced to move. Leigh said he
vvill have to drop his class load to a
few night cour.e. in order to help
take care.of his 3-year-okl daughtei
son. because with
and 3- monththe increased rent, the family v, ii
longer he ahle to aftOrd

Rally: Residents against early closure
rom page I
15. The original closure date was
Aug I \ study of the tite satetv
seisink condition. .110v,. the 10
in the eent of
building. to he
a fire oi earthquake
The administration ,.,incelled
proplanned rent increase and w
vide a $1.000 stipend to iesidents
moving out on or below the deadline.
()ur
kids w 011’1 hil\C a
said Sp;111:111 tits resiChrISI111,1s.
Ft,
dent I eti,ia
in my lite and the lite
caused a
of my
"Theie’s millions and millions
Mr the tRecieation and IL\ ems r’en
ter). but ito money lin families of
student... .he
Fulleiton
crinentls out of the
state on an .1,,ieditation %not to an
C ,IN
other rinisermt. HCI C CL
11Shillt . Dan litierger.
the pro
tester. and said the piesident would
try to meet w ith them Saturdas
morning., hut he souldn’t promise
anything.
The
prtitester.
confronted
Buerger in the lobby ot the presi

dent’s, office in rower Hall. They
screamed "call Gail" and "make a
decision when he said he could not
reach Fullerton to schedule an ap
pointment to meet writh them.
"Tell her she’ll have to kick us
out. and esen drag us out of there.
said resident Michael Johnson.
"How can she sleep at night’?
What would she think if we handcuffed ourselves to our children and

iettised to leave? She’d I ind San Jose
State in People magaiine. Johnson
said.
The protesters screamed for
about 45 minutes before accepting
the tentative meeting with Fullerton
ion Saturday’. One protester promised
Buerger that the administration
would see "plenty’ of additional pro
le’in if their concenis were not ad
dressed.

(One block from the School of Engineering)
51.85
Any Iwo combination selections.
or
$2.75
Any three combination selections.
Not valid with any other offer
One coupon per order. Exp. 11 09 87

FREE junto egg roil
with purchase of any 3 or more
combination selections
at regular prices.
Not valid with any other offer.
Not valid up to 4 orders.
Ex 11 09 87

Let YOUR
profits soar!
Advertise in the
Spartan Daily

277 3171
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Security Officers
Needed
(Full 8, Part Time) 4
We are accepting
applications for
Secunity Officers.
No experience necessary. Must hays
transportation, telephone, clean ;ohm
record, possess
command of English
language, & be
18 years old.
GOod Benefits ’-

PIVOTING RAZOR

HURRY! Limited quantities.
Plus...enter the SPECIAL SWEEPSTAKES
STORE COUPON
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247-2778 Ask for Sue

How Do You Get
10 Million Bytes Free?

/Copies

Talk to your Kaypro-fessional at Griffon

SC
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Great copies Great people
310
4131 E.

child care
Johnson said there’s no way
some of the residents will be able to
move out by the Jan. 15 deadline.
About 35 percent of the households
in the complex are headed by single
mothers.
"That (S1,000) is not enough.
Nowadays ),,r11.1 11:1VC to have $2,000
to move III to a decent
or $3.(XX)
Johnson said. "So
apartment
we’re going to stay here. If they call
in the campus police to forcibly evict
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Christmas Job At Emporium
Emporium

Capwell is hiring for

Christmas! You can choose from
temporary, full or part-time
positions, enjoy flexible hours
nd

Glass of
Michelob Draft

discount on your purchases.

Positions available include: sales,
gift wrapping. and stock. Apply
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Kaypro has added 10 million bytes
of storage capacity to the hard drive
Kaypro P. C. - but not one penny to
the price. That means IBM compatibility, American -made durability, and
the convenience of a 30-megabyte
hard drive.
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COMPUTER, INC
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412 East Campbell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
Phone : (408) 370 - 2626

